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Session 2: Organizing With Folders and Albums

Library Compilations
In the left sidebar, slide just to the right of Library to “show” or “hide”
the various compilations Photos automatically compiles.
•

•
•
•

Library: Photos: All the photos in your library. It also contains
photos transferred from your other iOS devices and Mac computers
that have iCloud Photo Library or My Photo Stream turned on.
Memories: Memories automatically creates curated collections of
your most meaningful photos and videos.
Favorites: A collection of photos that you have marked as favorites.
People: This album contains photos of people. Photos automatically
scans your library and identiGies people in your photos using facial
recognition technology. You can name identiGied faces and then
easily Gind and browse photos of your favorite people.

Library Compilations

• Places: Images sorted based on GPS metadata captured.
• Imports: This album contains the photos you’ve most recently
added to your Photos library. The photos in this album are updated
each time you import photos. Previously imported photos no longer
appear here, but the photos are still in the Photos library and in any
albums where you might have placed them.
• My Photo Stream: This album contains photos transferred by My
Photo Stream. It displays if you’ve turned on My Photo Stream in
both the Photos Preferences and on your iPhone or iPad.
• Recently Deleted: Photos you've deleted are stored here for 30 days
and then they're REALLY deleted.

Types of Albums
• Standard albums: You name albums so they make sense.
You can include the same photo in multiple albums (e.g.
Vacation, Family, etc.), and when you remove (i.e. “delete”)
a photo from an album, it REMAINS in the library.
• Smart Albums: These albums gather and display photos
automatically based on criteria you specify. For example,
you could create a Smart Album and program it to include
all photos taken in 2018. Photos then populates your smart
album with photos that meet your criteria. Whenever you
import new images, they'll automatically be included in the
smart albums you've created (if they meet the criteria).

●

●

Creating Albums

In the Sidebar, “Show” the Library and click “Photos”.
Select some photos (Command-click to randomly select).
You may also select a RANGE of photos by clicking the
first in a sequence and Shift-click the last in the sequence.
(You may later Command-click those you don't want from
that selected sequence). Note that “selected” photos have a
blue outline.
File Menu > New Album (or Command-N) > rename the
album (by default it automatically takes the date captured).
Note that it's stored fittingly in the “My Albums”
subdirectory beneath “Albums”. !

Deleting Images

Create a Folder where everything related to 2018 will be
organized. Call it “2018 Photos” (easy to edit name later).
Create a Smart Album for 2018. Call it “All 2018 Photos”.
Drag it into the “2018 Photos” folder.
Create zillions of albums of events in 2018 and drag ‘em
into the “2018 Photos” folder.
Duplicate the Smart Album “2018” (Right-click OR Controlclick the “2018” album) and edit the new one by adding
another rule to display ONLY photos not yet compiled into
albums (Album [is not] any). Also make sure to select “all”
(rather than “any”). Rename it “2018 (not used yet)”.
Organize “My Albums” so it's tidy.
Repeat for other years by duplicating “2018” renaming it.

6-Steps to Master

• To remove photos from a standard album, simply press
Delete. The photo remains in the Photos library.
• Library and Smart Albums are different. You’re unable
to simply click Delete. You must press COMMAND-Delete.
– The photo is REMOVED from the Photos library and
moved to the “Recently Deleted” compilation.
– Photos remain in the Recently Deleted album for 30 days.
– If you change your mind, CONTROL-Click a photo and
select “Restore.”












